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Connectedness of the Tannakian group

attached to semi-stable multiple filtrations
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ABSTRACT - We show that the affine group scheme whose category of finite di-
mensional representations is equivalent to a tensor category of finite dimen-
sional vector spaces equipped with semi-stable (multiple) filtrations of slope zero
is connected.
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1. Introduction

Let K be an arbitrary field, L a separable algebraic closure of K, and M
any set of indices. We denote by C(K;L;M) the tensor category of finite

dimensional vector spaces over K equipped with multiple filtrations over L

indexed by the set M. We write Css
0 (K;L;M) for the full subcategory of

C(K;L;M) composed of semi-stable objects of slope zero and of zero ob-

jects. We quickly recall the definitions [6, Definition 1.9 & Definition 1.16]

of C(K;L;M) and Css
0 (K;L;M).

For a finite dimensional vector space V over K, a family of subspaces

FiV (i 2 R) over L of L
K V is called a filtration over L of V if the rela-

tions
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FiV � FjV (i � j);
[
i2R

FiV � L
K V ;\
i2R

FiV � 0; FiV �
\
j<i

FjV(1)

are enjoyed. An object of C(K;L;M) is a finite dimensional vector space V

over K equipped with a family of filtrations F�vV (v 2M) over L of V such

that for except a finite number of indices v, the filtrations are trivial:

Fi
vV � L
K V (i � 0)

0 (i > 0)

(
(2)

A morphism between two objects of C(K;L;M) is a linear map over K be-

tween the underlying vector spaces over K which respects all their filtra-

tions when linearly extended over L. For two objects
ÿ
V ;
ÿ
F�vV

�
v2M
�

andÿ
W;
ÿ
F�vW

�
v2M
�
, their tensor product is the vector space V 
K W over K

equipped with filtrations over L

Fi
v V 
K W� � �

X
j�q�i

Fj
vV 
L Fq

vW (i 2 R):(3)

The category C(K;L;M) thus defined is a K-linear additive tensor category.

For a non-zero object
ÿ
V ;
ÿ
F�vV

�
v2M
�

(below, we call it V for short) of

C(K;L;M), the slope m(V ) � m
ÿ
V ;
ÿ
F�vV

�
v2M
�

is a real number given by

m(V ) �
X
v2M

1

dimKV

X
w2R

w dimLgrw F�vV
ÿ �

;(4)

where grw F�vV
ÿ � � Fw

v V
�

Fw�
v V ; Fw�

v V � [j>w Fj
vV : A non-zero object V

of C(K;L;M) is semi-stable if it satisfies the condition that for any mono-

morphism W ! V in C(K;L;M) of a non-zero object W , we have

m(W) � m(V ).

A fundamental fact about the full subcategory Css
0 (K;L;M) of

C(K;L;M) consisting of semi-stable objects of slope zero and of zero ob-

jects is the following:

THEOREM 1.1 (Faltings [4], Totaro [7], cf. AndreÂ [1]). Let vss
0 (K;L;M)

be the forgetful functor of Css
0 (K;L;M) onto the tensor category of finite

dimensional vector spaces over K. The category Css
0 (K;L;M) is canonically

equivalent to the tensor category of finite dimensional representations over

K of an affine group scheme Aut vss
0 (K;L;M) over K of natural equiv-

alences of the functor vss
0 (K;L;M).
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In our previous paper [6], we have particularly shown that any con-

nected reductive group over K appears (up to isomorphism) in many ways

as a quotient group scheme of the affine group scheme Aut vss
0 (K;L;M)

when the cardinality of M is infinite. Denoting by vK(G) the forgetful

tensor functor of the tensor category RepK(G) of finite dimensional re-

presentations over K of an affine group scheme G over K onto the tensor

category of finite dimensional vector spaces over K, this result is differently

stated that when G is connected reductive, there exists a fully faithful tensor

functor i of RepK(G) into Css
0 (K;L;M) such that vss

0 (K;L;M) � i � vK(G).

In our present paper, we prove the next:

THEOREM 1.2. Let i be any tensor functor of RepK(G) to Css
0 (K;L;M)

such that vss
0 (K;L;M) � i � vK(G). If the group scheme G over K is finite,

then for any object V of RepK(G), the image i(V ) must be an object with all the

filtrations trivial. In particular, the functor i cannot be full unless G � 1.

Since the group scheme p0 Aut vss
0 (K;L;M)

ÿ �
of connected compo-

nents of the affine group scheme Aut vss
0 (K;L;M) is pro-eÂtale (cf., e.g.,

[3, III, § 3, 7.7]), our theorem implies the following:

COROLLARY 1.3. The affine group scheme Aut vss
0 (K;L;M) over K is

connected.

In Section 2, a proof of Theorem 1.2 is given for an arbitrary (finite or

infinite) GALOIS extension L. It might be useful and natural to bring in a

finite eÂtale K-algebra L. But we would like in the present paper to stick to

our original setting [5, 6] bearing Diophantine approximation in mind. A

little deviation is that the index set M is any non-empty set. In Section 3,

we make a few observations on the problem to find all (algebraic) quotients

of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M).

2. Finite groups

Let K be an arbitrary field, G a finite group scheme over K, and K[G]

the K-algebra of global functions on G. Note that as G is finite over K, the

group scheme G is affine (over K). The key to the result of the present

paper is that the dual vector space K[G]� over K of K[G] is a finite di-

mensional representation of G by (left) translation. An immediate well-

known consequence is the following:
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LEMMA 2.1. Each finite dimensional representation over K of G is

(canonically) a quotient representation of a finite direct sum of copies

of K[G]�.

We recall its proof for the convenience of readers.

PROOF. Let V be a finite dimensional representation over K of G. By

the very definition of representation, the comorphism

V � ,!K[G]
K V�

of the action of G on V is an injective comorphism between representation

spaces when the tensor product K[G]� 
K V is regarded as a representa-

tion with the trivial action on V . This tells us that the representation V is a

quotient of K[G]� 
K V which is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies

of K[G]�. p

Let L be a (finite or infinite) GALOIS extension field of K and M any

non-empty set of indices. For finite dimensional vector spaces over K

equipped with descending exhaustive separated left-continuous (multi-

ple) filtrations defined over L (called (multiple) filtrations over L for

simplicity [2][6], cf. (1) in Section 1), we consider the following quan-

tities:

DEFINITION 2.2. Let V be a finite dimensional non-zero vector space

over K equipped with a family of filtrations F�vV over L indexed by M.

Writing gr� for the graduation derived from a filtration, we set for all

v 2M
mv(V ) � minfw 2 R j grw F�vV

ÿ � 6� 0g:
Remember that when saying multiple filtrations, we are tacitly assuming

for except a finite number of indices v 2M, the filtrations F�vV are trivial

in the sense of (2) in Section 1. In particular, we see that mv(V ) � 0 for

almost all v 2M. We put

m(V ) �
X
v2M

mv(V ):

REMARK 2.3. By the definition of slopes mv (v 2M) of filtrations [6,

Definition 1.12], we have for each v 2M

mv(V ) � 1

dimKV

X
w2R

w dim L grw F�vV
ÿ � � mv(V )
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and

m(V ) �
X
v2M

mv(V ) � m(V ):

For finite dimensional vector spaces V and W over K equipped with

multiple filtrations over L indexed by M, the direct sum of filtrations was

defined as

Fi
v(V �W) � Fi

vV � Fi
vW (i 2 R; v 2M):

We obtain

mv(V �W) � minfmv(V );mv(W)g (v 2M);

hence

mv(V � � � � � V ) � mv(V ):(5)

From the definition of the tensor product of filtrations ((3) in Section 1), we

get

mv(V 
W) � mv(V )�mv(W) (v 2M);

in particular,

mv V
n� � � n �mv(V ):(6)

LEMMA 2.4. Let V and W be finite dimensional non-zero vector spaces

over K equipped with multiple filtrations over L indexed by M. If there is a

filtered homomorphism of V to W which is surjective as a linear map be-

tween vector spaces, then we have mv(V ) � mv(W).

PROOF. Call f the filtered homomorphism in the statement. By the

definition of filtered homomorphism, we have

f L
K V� � � f Fi
vV

ÿ � � Fi
vW � L
K W i � mv(V )� �:

Since f is surjective, we see

Fi
vW � L
K W i � mv(V )� �;

which means mv(W) � mv(V ). p

Let RepK(G) be the tensor category of finite dimensional representa-

tions over K of G, VecK the tensor category of finite dimensional vector
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spaces over K, and Css
0 (K;L;M) the tensor category of finite dimensional

vector spaces over K equipped with semi-stable multiple filtrations over L

indexed by M of slope zero ([6, Definition 1.16], cf. Section 1). We denote

respectively by vK(G) and by vss
0 (K;L;M) the forgetful tensor functors of

RepK(G) and of Css
0 (K;L;M) to VecK .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 (for general L). We may suppose V is not zero.

Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a

surjective G-homomorphism f onto the n-times tensor product V
n of V

of a G-representation W which is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of

copies of K[G]�. The assumption vss
0 (K;L;M) � i � vK(G) says that the

morphism i( f ) as a linear map between vector spaces is f itself. Due to

Lemma 2.4, we see mv(W) � mv V
n� �. On the other hand, thanks to (5)

and (6), we have mv(W) � mv K[G]�� � and mv V
n� � � n �mv(V ). Hence

we get

1

n
mv K[G]�� � � mv(V ):

Making n large, we obtain

0 � mv(V ):

As m(V ) � 0 by the definition of i, Remark 2.3 forces

m(V ) � m(V );

which is possible only when all the filtrations are trivial. p

REMARK 2.5. In general, the condition m(V ) � m(V ) is not sufficient

to assure that the filtrations are trivial. For example, let M � f0;1g,
V � K,

Fi
0V � L
K V �i � ÿ 1)

0 (i > ÿ 1)
;

(

and

Fi
1V � L
K V �i � 1)

0 (i > 1)
:

(

We have m0(V )� m0(V ) �ÿ1, m1(V )� m1(V )� 1, and m(V )� m(V )� 0.

The point of the proof of THEOREM 1.2 is that we can show mv(V ) � 0 for

all v 2M.
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3. Algebraic groups which do not or do appear

Let K be an arbitrary field, L a (finite or infinite) GALOIS extension, and

M any non-empty set of indices. We consider in this section a connected

linear algebraic group G over K in general.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let i be any tensor functor of RepK(G) to

Css
0 (K;L;M) such that vss

0 (K;L;M) � i � vK(G). If the group scheme G

over K is unipotent, then for any object V of RepK(G), the image i(V )

must be an object with all the filtrations trivial.

PROOF. Denote by U a one-dimensional trivial representation space

over K of G. Since i(U)
 i(U) ' i(U 
U) ' i(U), the filtrations of i(U)

must be trivial, i.e., unit objects go to unit objects.

Let V be any non-zero finite dimensional representation over K of G.

On the assumption that G is unipotent, there exists an injective G-homo-

morphism of U into V . The other assumption vss
0 (K;L;M) � i � vK(G)

implies that the functor i sends kernels to kernels and cokernels to co-

kernels (cf. [5, Lemma 1.8]). We have particularly an exact sequence

0! i(U)! i(V )! i(V=U)! 0:

When the filtrations of i(V=U) are trivial, we see readily that those of i(V )

are also trivial. By the induction on the dimensions of representation

spaces, we are done. p

COROLLARY 3.2. If G is isomorphic to a quotient of the affine group

scheme Aut vss
0 (K;L;M), then semi-simple elements generate a dense

subgroup of G.

PROOF. Let N be the (ZARISKI) closure of the subgroup generated by

semi-simple elements of G. The variety N is a (closed) normal subgroup

defined over K of G. By definition, all the elements of the quotient group

G=N are unipotent, hence G=N is unipotent. Since G=N is isomorphic to a

quotient of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M), Proposition 3.1 means that G=N � 1. p

REMARK 3.3. When L is a separable closure of the base field K and

M is infinite, we have shown in the appendix of our previous paper [6]

that any affine algebraic group scheme a dense subgroup of which is

generated by tori defined over K appears (up to isomorphism) as a

quotient of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M). Applying the method of [6] to tori defined
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over L, we observe that any affine algebraic group which fills the ne-

cessity in Corollary 3.2 really appears (up to isomorphism) as a quotient

of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M). In this way, Corollary 3.2 presents a kind of char-

acterization for linear algebraic groups which can be isomorphic to

quotients of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M).

REMARK 3.4. Let S be the linear algebraic group of upper triangular

matrices of degree 2 with determinant 1. The group S is defined over an

arbitrary field K, solvable, and generated by two split tori. According to

[6, Theorem A.14], the solvable group S appears (up to isomorphism) as

a quotient of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M) provided at least the cardinality of the

index set M is greater than three. Thus the affine group scheme

Aut vss
0 (K;L;M) is not pro-reductive and the Tannakian category

Css
0 (K;L;M) is not poly-stable in that case.

On the other hand, if the cardinality of M is one, then the group S

cannot be isomorphic to any quotient of Aut vss
0 (K;L;M), because the one-

dimensional multiplicative group Gm is isomorphic to a quotient of S but

one-dimensional objects of Css
0 (K;L;M) are all units in this case.
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